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The Milky Way

 Galaxy comes from the Greek word for milk: 
 gala or γαλα

 The Milky Way was said to be milk flowing 

from the breast of Hera, the wife of Zeus

 The Romans called it the Via Lactea, or The Milky Way



First written mention by Persian 
astronomer Al Sulfi in 954



The Large Magellanic Cloud

The Small Magellanic Cloud

First European mention after
the circumnavigation 

of the world by Ferdinand 
Magellan in 1519-1522



Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)

 Observed the Milky Way with his telescope in 1610

Image credit: museogalileo.it



Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)
 Found it was composed of many unresolved stars…

Galileo showing his telescope 
to the Doge of Venice.

Painting by Giuseppe Bertini.



What is a star?

“Planets are different to stars, right?”

“The Sun is a star? Really?”

“It’s a ball of gas, right?”

It’s a self-gravitating nuclear reactor!



The Most Fundamental Objects in Astronomy

 Everything we know about the Universe comes from analysing starlight (almost!)

 They made everything in the Universe (except H and He)

 They drive the structure of galaxies 
 Through their motions through the galaxy, giving it spiral structure

 Through explosions and winds, stirring the galaxy

 They produce enriched gas

 They produce dust

 They stand at the crossroads between large and small, and affect everything!



So what is a star really?

 Starts as a gas cloud…
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So what is a star really?

 Starts as a gas cloud…

 Gravity acts to pull it together…

 Gas gets hotter…

 Rotation holds up one axis…

 A disc forms…

 Planets form in the disc…

 But I will concentrate on the star!



Hertzsprung-Russell 
Diagram

 Plot star’s brightness against its colour (T)



 Plot star’s brightness against its colour (T)

 They fall only in certain places…

 This is 22,000 stars observed from space
 Hipparcos catalogue

 All are near the Sun

 Most fall along the “main sequence”

 So does the Sun

Hertzsprung-Russell 
Diagram



Observations alone are not enough

 Interpreting various observations is not easy

 Lets look at HR diagrams for various clusters…

47 Tuc

Jewel Box









M67

M13

The Pleiades



Stellar Models

 Need to add theory to understand

 Need to work closely with observations!

 Need both to work – hand in hand

 That is science!



Energy of  the Stars

 Most energy we are familiar with is chemical energy
 It is released from re-arranging chemical bonds in atoms 

and molecules
 This is what powers cars, BBQs, and even rockets

 But it does not provide enough energy to power the stars!



Stellar cores

 At high temperatures we get nuclear fusion

 Structure of an atom:
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 The nucleus is positively charged
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 …so they do not fuse!



Stellar cores

 If the nuclei come close enough…

 …the strong nuclear force takes over!



Energy Diagram
Energy diagram for fusing two protons

Coulomb potential: 1/r

A proton

Strong
Nuclear 

Force



Energy Diagram
Energy diagram for fusing two protons

No fusion….for this energy (i.e. temperature)

Send in another proton with a given energy
i.e. a specific temperature T



Energy Diagram
Energy diagram for fusing two protons

Try a larger energy
i.e. a higher temperature T

Fusion….for this energy (i.e. temperature)



Quantum Tunnelling!
Energy diagram for fusing two protons

Fusion….for this energy (i.e. temperature)





Nuclear Energy

 The key is Einstein’s formula for mass-energy equivalence:

E=mc2

 This relates a change in mass to a change in energy



H “burning” in the Sun

The simplest nuclear reactions involve fusing 4 H nuclei (protons!) 
into one He4 nucleus (an α particle)

Mass of a proton = mp = 1.673 x 10-27 kg

Mass of a 4He = mα = 6.645 x 10-27 kg

Difference in mass = “mass defect”

1H  +  1H  +  1H  +  1H   → 4He

= 4 mp – mα

= 4.7 x 10-29 kg



H “burning” in the Sun

 Each reaction releases an energy E = mc2

 So in our case that is 
E = (4.7x10-29) x (3.0 x 108)2 kg m2/s2

= 4.3 x 10-12 Joule
= not much

1 mm

Poppy seeds…. Take one…. Cut into 1000 pieces…. Take one piece… 

How far can we lift it?



But there are lots of  reactions!

 We can calculate how many of these reactions occur
 The Sun emits 3.90 x 1026 Joule/s
 So that is

3.90x1026 / 4.3 x 10-12 reactions per second
= 9 x 1037 reactions per second

That is a HUGE number!



How much mass is this?

 There are 9 x 1037 reactions per second
 Each reaction destroys 4.7 x 10-29kg
 So the total mass destroyed each second is:

(9 x 1037) x (4.7 x 10-29kg) = 4.2 x 109 kg



Stellar Models on Computers

 Lets look at the things needed to make a reliable model of a star
 We need

 Physics

 Mathematics

 Computers



Experimental Nuclear Physics

 Need reaction rates for computer models

 Clever people try to measure these!

 The difficulty?

 Getting high enough temperatures?

 No!

 Getting low enough temperatures!



Experimental Nuclear Physics

 The problem is quantum mechanics…!

 The probability of tunnelling at 10 million K is very very low

 We cannot measure at this T…

…the rate is too low to measure in our lifetime 

 How does it work in the Sun?

 There are a huge number of protons…



Resulting Models



The Main Sequence
 By making models for different masses we have learned that the 

Main Sequence is a sequence of stars of different mass

M increases by 10 times

L increases by a
few thousand  times



How does this affect lifetimes of  stars?

 Stars live while they have fuel to burn

 Massive stars burn brightly and use fuel quickly

 Massive stars do not live very long…

• The Sun will live for about 10 billion years

• A 10 solar mass star lives for about 30 million years



Stellar Ages
Sun: 10 billion years

M = 3 times Sun: 400 million years

M = 10 times Sun: 30 million years



Understanding HR diagrams
 With stellar models as a guide we can make sense of the different HR diagrams!

 Recall the Main Sequence runs diagonally down the middle

More massive stars

Less massive stars

Evolve more quickly

Evolve more slowly

Leave MS to 
become red giants



Understanding HR diagrams

The “turn-off”



Understanding HR diagrams

Older cluster…
Lower mass stars are dying…
The “turn-off” moves to lower L and lower M



Understanding HR diagrams

Very old cluster…



The Age of  M67

 Observe the HR diagram

 Make models for M67
 Same composition

 Different masses

 Evolve them to different ages

 See which age fits best…

 M67 is about 4.3 billion years old



What About Our Sun?

 HR diagram of Sun’s evolution

 Start with the past…

 Sun was born with about 70% of current L

 Earth should have been frozen solid!

 But seems it was not…

Gas cloud

Zero-Age 
Main Sequence

Now

End H burning
Depart MS

Red giant



The Current Sun

 Burning H into He in the core
 Central H down to 35%

 Started at about 70%

 Radiation transports the energy

 Thin convective envelope
 Thin in mass: about 1%

 Not thin in radius: 28% or 200,000 km



The Future of  the Sun

 Will become a red-giant

 Expands enormously!

 Engulfs the Earth?

 But!

 The Sun also loses mass when a giant…

 This complicates the story!



Future of  the Sun



Mass-Loss and the Earth’s Orbit

Time 

Sun’s radius on the giant branch…
while mass-loss is very high

Orbit of Mercury
-swallowed by Sun!

Orbit of Venus -it escapes? Just?

Orbit of Earth - it escapes!
Orbit of Mars - easily escapes…



Mass Loss and the Earth’s Orbit

 So the Earth escapes!

 The common claim is wrong…

 …it ignores mass-loss



Earth’s fate

 One billion years from now
 Increasing heat from Sun causes a runaway greenhouse effect
 This makes the Earth uninhabitable

 Two billion years later
 Sun keeps brightening…
 The oceans evaporate

 But the good news!
 Three billion years later…
 The blackened, melted, burnt Earth escapes being engulfed by the Sun!



Future of  the Sun

 After red-giant phase it ignites He in the core
 Makes C and O
 Last stage of evolution sees unstable He shell burning

 Complicated “AGB phase”

 On the AGB it makes many elements
 Carbon

 Fluorine

 Barium

 Strontium

 Etc



Death of  the Sun

 Continued mass-loss on AGB removes the envelope

 About 40% of its mass is removed

 This gas becomes a planetary nebula

 With a white dwarf core…

 …that slowly cools and fades…

White dwarf about same size as Earth





Massive Stars

 Proceed through advanced nuclear burning phases

e.g. 25 solar masses



Nucleosynthesis
 Charged particle reactions (protons etc) can get as far as iron: most stable nucleus!

Fusion Fission

So where do 
these come from?



Neutron Capture

 Add neutrons!

 Neutrons unstable: decay into protons
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Neutron Capture

 Add neutrons!

 Neutrons unstable: decay into protons



Which stars make what?

Christian Iliadis
TUNL, North Carolina



Chemical Evolution of  the Galaxy

 How does the content of the Galaxy change with time?

 Stars continually enrich the gas

 Stars form from enriched gas

 They behave differently

 Complex recycling problem!



The Basic Idea

 Galaxy full of gas

Gas



The Basic Idea

 Gas forms stars

Gas



The Basic Idea

 Massive stars die in SN explosions

Gas

SN



The Basic Idea

 Leaving remnants
 White Dwarfs

 Neutron stars

 Black Holes

 Enriching the gas with heavy elements

Gas

NS



The Basic Idea

 Enriching the gas with heavy elements

Gas

NS



The Basic Idea

 Low mass stars eject winds

 Enriching gas in other elements

 Leaving behind white dwarfs

Gas

NS

WD



The Basic Idea

 New stars from with new composition

 Process repeats…

 …until all gas is gone

Gas

NS

WD





Production of  Fluorine 19F

SN, massive stars and red-giants

x = Milky Way

= LMC

= ω Cen

SN & massive stars

SN only



Observed Mg isotopes near Sun
Observed Mg isotope ratios in stars near the Sun (Gay & Lambert)

Supernova models (no red-giants) by Limongi et al
Supernova models (no red-giants) by Woosley & Weaver
Supernova models (with red-giants) by Lattanzio et al





Chemical and dynamical Calculations



Face-on view

Face-on view

Face-on view

Face-on view

Dark Matter

Gas

Light

Metals



Galactic Archaeology

 Use stars to understand the structure of the Galaxy

 Tag stars by their composition

 Observe millions or billions of stars…

 Measure positions and compositions

 Determine 3D structure of Galaxy

 And perhaps its formation history!



Chemical Tagging

 Stars are born in clusters

 Many stars from each cloud

 So they all have the same composition
 But different masses

 Clusters eventually disperse from dynamical effects

 But the stars still have the same composition

 In principle it’s like a finger print…

 The stars are tagged from birth

 We may thus learn about the origin of the stars!





Before eating the chili

Soon after eating the chili



Hermes Spectrograph

 Designed for Galactic Archaeology research

 Four separate high-resolution arms

 Fibre-fed:     392 stars simultaneously

 $8M project



GALAH: GALactic Archaeology with Hermes

 Study one million stars

 Abundance of 30 species in each star

 Data released recently



ESA’s GAIA Project

 Study one billion stars

 Measure position

 Measure motions

 Construct 3D map of Galaxy

 Major data release on April 25



Conclusions

 The Galaxy is full of stars 

 Huge observational surveys are happening

 Fast computers enable understanding
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